
NEW i-PRO MULTI-SENSOR CAMERA

Visit our website to learn more:  
i-pro.com/us/en/surveillance

Panasonic i-PRO Sensing Solutions is excited to announce the new i-PRO multi-sensor camera. This discreet new 
multi-sensor camera with IR LED combines a small form factor with powerful AI capabilities and outstanding image quali-
ty to bring you a sleek, streamlined look with the power of the future.

The new i-PRO multi-sensor camera comes with a built-in AI processor and enables advanced analytics at the edge. With 
options such as three or four sensors and clear or smoke domes, it is a proactive video surveillance device that can detect 
people and vehicles and automatically optimize images. It also offers wider coverage with a larger tilt range than other 
multi-sensor cameras on the market, and it provides extreme visibility with high-quality resolution in 4MP, 6MP, and 4K. 
Plus, it is IR LED supported, which allows you to see in very dark scenarios. These combined features allow security pro-
fessionals once relegated to just monitoring screens to use their time more effectively and rely on the edge-computing 
device to notify them when a scene requires their attention.

The new i-PRO multi-sensor camera is the thinnest network camera available, which makes it one of the most discreet 
cameras on the market, blending seamlessly into its surroundings. Easy to install, this new multi-sensor camera has a 
hinged hanging system that locks in place to create a hands-free environment while on a ladder. When there are multiple 
cameras to be installed, this new easy installation feature saves time and, subsequently, money.

Featuring industry-leading FIPS 140-2 level 3 encryption and level 3 compliance, the new i-PRO multi-sensor camera offers 
tamper resistant technology, identity-based authentication, strong encryption and an extra layer of security that protects 
critical security parameters on the device. These security features mean the new i-PRO multi-sensor cameras can be used 
for all government and law enforcement projects. And since FIPS is now also being recommended for health care and 
educational facilities, these cameras are a great option for projects across multiple verticals.

With a thin, sleek design, AI capabilities and industry-leading compliance, i-PRO’s new multi-sensor camera takes video 
surveillance into the future. i-PRO…setting the new standard in surveillance cameras.


